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Professor of English 
Recipient of The Pantagraph Award 
for Teaching Excellence – 2004
The opening page to Jim Plath’s personal Web site offers 
the following warning: “You’ve reached Plath Country — 
where there are always mountains to climb and things to see 
and the water is always too cold, or too deep. But come in 
anyway!”
 Those who do enter will be struck by the range of inter-
ests on display in Plath Country where Plath’s own writings 
on Ernest Hemingway and Chicago blues musicians blend 
with links to The Argus, which he advises, and the Illinois 
College Press Association of which he is past president.
 Dig deeper into Plath Country and you will come across 
his published movie reviews, his interviews with established 
writers in the journal he edited, Clockwatch Review, and his lengthy collection of quotations which run the 
gamut from Mark Twain to Hunter S. Thompson.
 Plath’s pursuits are remarkably diverse. For example, he was a finalist in the 1999 PEN Center USA 
West and Harry’s Bar & American Grill Imitation Hemingway Contest in which his entry begins: “Inside 
Harry’s Bar & American Grill I shook the rain off the way a dog would shake the rain off if dogs were 
allowed inside Harry’s Bar & American Grill, or if I allowed myself the use of metaphor. But they do not, 
and I do not, and this one must have been a stray.”
 His eclectic work comprises poetry, short stories, interviews, reviews, encyclopedia entries, essays, criti-
cism, and articles. He was co-author with Frank Simons of Remembering Ernest Hemingway, published in 
1999 as a centennial tribute. He edited the 1994 volume, Conversations with John Updike, and a chapbook of 
his poems, Courbet, on the Rocks, was published in 1994.
 Plath joined the Illinois Wesleyan faculty in 1988. He received the bachelor’s degree in English 
from California State University at Chico in 1980 before earning both the master’s and Ph.D. from the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
 From 1983 to 1999, he was editor and publisher of Clockwatch Review, which the Council of Literary 
Magazines and Press honored as one of the top five literary magazines in the country in 1990.
 In 1995, Plath was a Fulbright Scholar, lecturing at the University of the West Indies in Barbados. 
 In addition to teaching courses in creative writing and American literature, Plath has taught the jour-
nalism sequence at Illinois Wesleyan since his arrival and has served as advisor to The Argus throughout his 
16 years at the University. He won the Illinois College Press Association’s Meritorious Service Award in 
1999.
 Plath’s teaching philosophy, spelled out plainly in his Plath Country Web site, places the responsibility 
for their education squarely on the students themselves: “I give students plenty of rope to either dazzle me 
with their lariat tricks or hang themselves, before we get into full explanations of logic, critical theories, or 
proven strategies. It drives them crazy sometimes, but it also affords students more opportunities for creativ-
ity and individualized responses.”
 For his dedication to the ideals and philosophy of higher education and the liberal arts, Professor James 
Plath is recognized with the university’s highest teaching honor.  
This program is dedicated to the Class of 2004
and
to students who have earned scholastic and activity honors.
Presiding––Jordan T. Ault ’04, Class President
 Organ Prelude .........................................................................................................................J. Scott Ferguson, Organist
   Associate Professor of Music
  Sonata No. 2 Felix Mendelssohn
  Allegro maestoso e vivace (1809-1847)
  Allegro moderato
 Processional (Please stand) ............................................................................................................ Professor Ferguson
  Marche Pontificale Ferdinand de la Tombelle
   (1854-1928)
 Invocation (Remain standing) .......................................................................................................Ellen M. Wier ’04
 Welcome ........................................................................................................................................ Jordan T. Ault ’04
 Recognition of Student Honors.................................................................................................. Roger H. Schnaitter
   Acting Provost
 Recognition of Academic Honors .............................................................................................................Zahia Drici
   Associate Professor of Mathematics
   Gabriel Spalding
   Associate Professor of Physics 
 Presentation of Speaker ................................................................................................................... Janet M. McNew
   Acting President 
 Address ...................................................................................................................................................... James Plath
  “Once More, with Feeling” Professor of English 
 Presentation of The Pantagraph Award for Teaching Excellence - 2004 .........................................Terry Greenberg
   Editor in Chief, The Pantagraph
 Presentation of Previous Honorees for Teaching Excellence ........................................................President McNew
 Announcement of 2005 Honoree for Teaching Excellence ..................................................... Thomas A. Griffiths
   Acting Dean of the Faculty
 Alma Wesleyana (Please stand and join in singing) ................................................................National Hymn
   George William Warren
   (1828-1902)
  From hearts aflame, our love we pledge to thee,
  Where’er we wander, over land or sea;
  Through time unending loyal we will be—
  True to our Alma Mater, Wesleyan.
   – Professor W. E. Schultz
    (1887-1964)
 Benediction (Remain standing) ...........................................................................................Emilie R. Klusmeyer ’04
 Recessional ..................................................................................................................................... Professor Ferguson
  Marche Pontificale de la Tombelle
 Postlude .......................................................................................................................................... Professor Ferguson
  Suite Médiévale Jean Langlais
  Prélude (1907-1991)
When college days are fully past and gone,
While life endures, from twilight dream till dawn,
Grandly thy soul shall with us linger on––
Star-crowned, our Alma Mater, Wesleyan!
PHI KAPPA PHI 1922
National scholastic honorary
for students with junior and senior standing
† Syed I. Ahmed ’04
† Jordan T. Ault ’04
◊ Krystle M. Balhan ’05
† Daniel T. Barkmeier ’04
◊ Margaret E. Bertram ’05
◊ Lydia A. Bertschi ’05
† Joseph B. Binder ’04
† Robert J. Callahan ’04
† Nicole C. Cirko ’04
† Amanda R. Conley ’04
◊ Alison M. Daigle ’05
◊ Ame L. Datson ’05
† Katie N. Davis ’04
◊ Megan R. Drevits ’05
◊ Jason W. Dulac ’05
◊ Mary E. Eddy ’04
† Lindsay A. Fitzharris ’04
† Emily A. Frazier ’04
◊ Zaya K. Fusco ’05
◊ Mahi Garg ’04
† Sarah M. Hamilton ’04
◊ Lisa M. Hoelle ’05
◊ Jena B. Hudson ’05
† Michael R. Jackson ’04
† Manoj Philip Kalayil ’04
◊ Ryan A. Kemper ’05
◊ Amy L. Kobit ’05
† James T. Lehan ’04
◊ Vera R. Leopold ’05
◊ Ashley E. Locke ’05
† Jennifer M. Loff ’04
† Catherine A. Long ’04
◊ Alexis F. Manning ’04
† Christian N. McGinnis ’04
◊ Erica D. Mugnaini ’04
◊ Jennifer A. O’Neill ’05
◊ Lea C. Panek ’05
† Kristen A. Pollock ’04
◊ Mark R. Portolese ’05
◊ Keelia M. Rhoads ’05
† Kristin A. Riek ’04
◊ Ana M. Romero ’05
† Katherine L. Scholten ’04
◊ Jenna A. Simpson ’05
◊ Amanda C. Thorson ’05
◊ Michelle L. Uhlenkott ’05
◊ Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
◊ Kathryn A. White ’05
◊ Kristy M. White ’05
◊ Carley A. Wilson ’05
◊ Diane L. Wuthrich ’05
PHI BETA KAPPA 2000
Undergraduate honors organizaation   
fostering and recognizing excellence in the 
liberal arts and sciences
◊ Roger C. Adamson ’04
◊ Syed I. Ahmed ’04
† Jordan T. Ault ’04
◊ Krystle M. Balhan ’05
† Daniel T. Barkmeier ’04
† Joseph B. Binder ’04
◊ Lauren A. Boegen ’04
◊ Philip K. Brown ’04
◊ Amy E. Buenning ’05
† Robert J. Callahan ’04
◊ Matthew T. Childers ’04
◊ Brandon P. Christol ’04
† Amanda R. Conley ’04
◊ Jason W. Dulac ’05
◊ Mary E. Eddy ’04
◊ Lindsay A. Fitzharris ’04
◊ Mahi Garg ’04
◊ Laura J. Groen ’04
◊ Sarah M. Hamilton ’04
◊ Erik S. Haugland ’04
◊ Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
◊ Jena B. Hudson ’05
◊ William R. Irwin ’04
◊ Manoj P. Kalayil ’04
◊ Emily M. Kelahan ’05
◊ Ashley E. Locke ’05
† Jennifer M. Loff ’04
◊ Satish R. Lohani ’04
◊ Catherine A. Long ’04
◊ Jesse A. Magenheimer ’04
◊ Alexis F. Manning ’04
† Molly A. Marker ’04
◊ Stephanie F. Maske ’04
◊ Gerard L. McGeary ’04
◊ Christian N. McGinnis ’04
◊ Erica D. Mugnaini ’04
◊ Canzira A. Opack ’04
◊ Rebecca L. Prantner ’04
◊ Keelia M. Rhoads ’05
◊ Melissa B. Richard ’04
† Katherine L. Scholten ’04
◊ Jenna A. Simpson ’05
◊ Angela C. Skeggs ’04
◊ Matthew L. Thompson ’04
◊ Sarah C. Vales ’04
† Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
◊ Daniel P. Wetzel ’04
◊ Erin L. White ’04
◊ Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
◊ Ericka R. Wills ’04
PERFORMANCE AND 
EXHIBITION HONORS 
IN THE FINE ARTS
Art — Exhibition Honors
Kristen K. Carstensen ’04
Sarah E. Walker ’04
Music — Honor Recitalist  
Christopher P. Davis ’04
Music Theatre
Casey E. Clark ’04
Erin M. Dickerson ’04
Katherine R. Kalahurka ’04
Theatre Arts
Edson N. Burton III ’04
Amanda S. Johnson ’04
Mark M. Kelley ’04




Amanda C. Thorson ’05
Wall Street Journal Student 
Achievement Award 
Jillian M. Schafer ’04
Creative Writing
Arthur William Hinners and 
Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry Prize 
presented by The Academy of 
American Poets
Chelsey D. Hillyer ’05
Honorable Mention 
Molly M. McLay ’06
Babbitt’s Prize for Short Fiction
William R. Porter ’05
Honorable Mention
Charles L. Corwin ’05
Educational Studies
The George E. Melton Award  
in Education
Lea C. Panek ’05
Lincoln Laureate Award
Joseph B. Binder ’04
Music
Presser Scholarship 
Mark R. Portolese ’05
Initiated Students †    Invited Students ◊
Natural Science
Andrew E. Russo M.D. Memorial 
Award
Mialy F. Ramaroson ’04
Wayne Warde Wantland Biology 
Merit Award
Daniel T Barkmeier ’04
Stacy L. Nielsen ’04
Nursing
Frances D. Alikonis Memorial Award
Melissa K. Giegerich ’06
Alumnae Association of the Brokaw 
Hospital School for Nurses Scholarship 
Kate M. Wasmer ’05
Patricia Giese Memorial Scholarship
Lydia A. Bertschi ’05
Mary D. Shanks Scholarship
Established by Upsilon Pi Alumni 
Chapter of Alpha Tau Delta
Alesia M. Perry ’05
Sara M. Stevenson Memorial Scholarship 
Amy R. Schafer ’07
Technos International Prize
Erica D. Mugnaini ’04
USA Today Award
Joseph B. Binder ’04
HONORARIES
Alpha Kappa Delta
International sociology honor society
Megan J. Adams ’05
Jessica A. Deahr ’04
Holly M. Grassel ’04
Rebecca E. Heine ’04
Chelsey D. Hillyer ’05
Elizabeth G. Holman ’05
Molly J. Hornbaker ’04
Marcy A. Johnson ’04
Emilie R. Klusmeyer ’04
Jennifer M. Loff ’04
Kristen M. Pollock ’04
Abigail S. Reel ’04
Elizabeth M. Rieke ’04
Brenda L. Steen ’05
Michelle L. Uhlenkott ’05
Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
Amanda B. Wydeveld ’05
Lauren C. Yearsich ’05
Pedro E. Oliveros Memorial Award
in International Studies
Alyan Z. Hyder ’04
Andrew G. Sur ’03
Alpha Lambda Delta
National first year honor society
Gretchen M. Aicher 04
George E. Aliaga ’06
Keelan E. Amelianovich ’06
Trefan Archibald ’05
Lucas Aupperle ’05
Elizabeth A. Beggs ’06
Sally Bell ’05
Margaret R. Beneke ’04
Ann M. Bernard ’04
Carlie R. Bliss ’04
Denise M. Boban ’05
Deborah L. Boersma ’06
Amanda J. Bratton ’04
Karen R. Brown ’06
Robin E. Brusman ’04
Tracy L. Budden ’04
Andrea M. Bulkley ’06
Kimberlee M. Butler ’06
Kathryn L. Cabay ’04
Amy M. Cadwallader ’06
Marilyn C. Caldwell ’04
Kristen A. Carlson ’06
Matthew P. Cassady ’06
Brian Caster ’05
Sarah K. Christensen ’06
Nicole C. Cirko ’04
Casey E. Clark ’04
Valerie A. Cleaver ’04
Lindsay B. Clements ’06
Amanda R. Conley ’04
Erin E. Coughlin ’06
Kristen L. Czarnecki ’06
Adam Dauksas ’06
Katie N. Davis ’04
Jessica A. Deahr ’04
Jennifer L. Deason ’06
Madeline C. DeCourcey ’05
Laura E. Demboski ’04
Victoria L. Derybowski ’04
Deanna M. Deschler ’04
Kristin E. Dirnbeck ’04
Grant T. Dodds ’05
Christopher M. Duncan ’06
Kimberly D. Duray ’04
Mary E. Eddy ’04
Katharine M. Egan ’05
Katherine Egan ’06
Emily R. Eickhorst ’06
Taylor H. Entwistle ’05
Emily K. Ergang ’06
Megan M. Files ’05
Jason R. Fisher ’06
Lindsay A. Fitzharris ’04
Erica L. Ford ’04
Jennifer L. Ford ’06
Michelle L. Franzen ’05
Kathleen E. Frawley ’06
Tyler E. Garofalo ’06
Erin L. George ’04
Melissa K. Giegerich ’06
Susan J. Gienko ’06
Amanda L. Glerum ’06
Alex Goldberg ’06
Janna E. Grandone ’05
Adam M. Gray ’06
Katherine M. Greenock ’06
Laura J. Groen ’04
Megan D. Guse ’06
Sherri L. Haas ’06
Natalie R. Hackett ’06
Sarah M. Hamilton ’04
Ryan S. Hardy ’05
Kevin E. Hegi ’06
Andrew K. Heikes ’06
Eric W. Hellman ’05
Sacha M. Helregel ’05
Laurel J. Hennenfent ’06
Leslie A. Hieronymus ’04
Laura E. Higginson ’06
Allison M. Hlavacek ’04
Brandy L. Holman ’06
Melissa P. Holmes ’06
Justin J. Holschbach ’06
Maria T. Holsen ’04
Julia A. Horeled ’04
Adrienne B. Ingrum ’06
Lindsey A. Irwin ’06
Stephanie J. Jaeckel ’06
Brian J. Jahn ’05
Beth Janick ’06
Amanda S. Johnson ’04
Marcy A. Johnson ’04
Breanne K. Johnson ’06
Robin D. Johnson ’06
Jessica I. Jones ’06
Dana A. Junk ’06
Clarissa N. Kastner ’06
Lori A. Keeven ’04
Devon N. Kendrick ’04
Amy E. Kentos ’06
Brittany J. Kirkpatrick ’06
Christine M. Klein ’04
Teresa Knapik ’06
Richard Koscher ’06
Philip J. Krawchuk ’06




Stacy M. Lazarz ’05
Kristine A. Lehan ’06
Katie A. Licciardi ’06
Rachael Liesman ’06
Melissa M. Lipcamon ’06
Ashley E. Locke ’05
Sara Lockman ’06
Jennifer M. Loff ’04
Catherine A. Long ’04
Jessica S. Lothman ’06
Sarah L. Luhrsen ’06
Disha Mahendra ’06
Anna E. Marin ’06
Nina M. Martin ’06
Emily F. Mastey ’06
Kelly A. McArthur ’04
Melissa A. McCandless ’06
Megan P. McCarthy ’06
Meghan R. McCreary ’06
Christian N. McGinnis ’04
Meghan E. McGrady ’06
Molly M. McLay ’06
Jeffrey D. Meador ’06
Sarah E. Mick ’04
Adam P. Miller ’06
Kristine A. Miller ’06
David E. Milligan ’05
Megan A. Mondi ’06
Stephanie A. Morton ’04
Khalilah I. Muhammad ’06
James W. Mulholland ’06
Sarah E. Mysiewicz ’06
Katherine A. Navin ’06
Bret W. Negro ’06
James E. Nettleton ’05
Katie A. Neven ’05
Kathryn J. Nichols ’05
Stacy L. Nielsen ’04
Sara E. Novak ’06
Bridget G. O’Connor ’06
Emily A. Olson ’04
Canzira A. Opack ’04
Christina L. Paarlberg ’06
Rupal H. Patel ’06
Laura L. Pautz ’04
Natalie A. Pawluk ’06
Rachel L. Payden ’06
Victoria K. Pepper ’04
Patrick Poston ’06
Rebecca L. Prantner ’04
Tracy A. Quinlan ’04
Charles J. Rahn, Jr. ’06
Mialy F. Ramaroson ’04
Gena F. Rawlins ’05
Kristin A. Riek ’04
Erie M. Roberts ’06
Mary D. Roth ’06
Douglas S. Rowland ’06
Lindsay M. Rusnak ’04
Laura L. Sahn ’04
Ashley L. Samsa ’06
Jessica A. Sasveld ’04
Jillian M. Schafer ’04
Lindsay A. Schelling ’06
Wesley F. Schoenherr ’06
Katherine L. Scholten ’04
Jeffrey A. Scott ’06
Kristin N. Serna ’06
Sheila M. Setork ’06
Natasha M. Shadid ’06
Lindsay S. Shea ’05
Jason Shearn ’05
Lindsay A. Sicks ’06
Elizabeth B. Silliman ’04
Gerald J. Sinish, Jr. ’05
Angela C. Skeggs ’04
Rebecca A. Skupien ’06
Daniel L. Smart ’06
Ryan Smith ’06
Amanda J. Solliday ’06
Ryan J. Spude ’06
Rebecca J. Stauber ’06
Rachael L. Stoller ’04
Alissa Y. Stone ’06
Cameron E. Sullivan ’04
Rebecca Sutton ’06
Natalie M. Swegle ’05
Eric D. Taylor ’05
Joan Teitelman ’06
Megan A. Teschner ’06
Neal Thomson ’05
Kelly L. Tritz ’06
Adam F. Turk ’06
Sarah C. Vales ’04
Christopher Vogl ’06
Emily A. Waddell ’06
Emily K. Waecker ’04
Joshua S. Wagener ’06
Ashleigh E. Wait ’04
Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
JoAnn M. Weller ’06
Sarah E. Wells ’04
Amanda S. Wemlinger ’04
Kathryn R. Wesolik ’06
Gilliam T. Weston ’06
Erin L. White ’04
Kristy M. White ’05
Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
Elizabeth Whitehill ’05
Cheri E. Whitney ’06
Ashley K. Whittington ’06
Sarah E. Williams ’04
Ericka R. Wills ’04
Melanie M. Winslow ’06
Joan E. Wirig ’05
Christine M. Zamastil ’04
Zachary C. Zube ’06
Alpha Mu Alpha
National marketing honorary
Amber M. Annis ’04
Erik S. Compton ’04
John J. Curtis ’04
Courtney B. Harms ’04
Kelly A. McArthur ’04
Allison E. Vogen ’04
David E. Zohfeld ’04
Alpha Tau Delta
National honorary for nursing majors 
with sophomore or higher standing
Erin E. Bicek ’04
Allison I. Cascarano ’06
Emily S. Davis ’05
Kimberly D. Duray ’04
Kyleen N. Garcia ’05
Kristen D. Lee ’05
David L. Miller ’05
Alesia M. Perry ’05
Rachael L. Stoller ’04
Erin M. Tufano ’04
Amanda R. Unzicker ’04
Stefannie M. Wlodarczyk ’04
Beta Beta Beta
National honorary for biology majors
Trefan O. Archibald ’05
Daniel T. Barkmeier ’04
Erin C. Boente ’05
Karen R. Brown ’06
Kimberlee M. Butler ’06
Amy M. Cadwallader ’06
Jason S. Callard ’05
Jonathan J. Charak ’05
Jason W. Dulac ’05
Michael J. Durkin ’04
Rachel W. Eichelberger ’04
Roya Fathi ’05
Linda Gee ’04
Susan C. Grana ’06
Laura J. Groen ’04
Suneeti Gupta ’06
Megan D. Guse ’06
Natalie R. Hackett ’06
Claire E. Hagemann ’05
Edward P. Harter ’04
Melissa P Holmes ’06
Rachel H. Homeny ’05
Amy M. Horton ’05
Susan M. Ireland ’04
William R. Irwin ’04
Manoj Phillip Kalayil ’04
Devon N. Kendrick ’04
Kevin A. Klean ’05
Christine M. Klein ’06
Catherine R. Krahe ’06
Rebecca A. Krause ’05
Sharon E. Krause ’05
Melissa L. Lambert ’04
Rachel M. Liesman ’06
Catherine A. Long ’04
Disha Mahendra ’06
Anna E. Marin ’06
Carolyn M. Mariner ’05
Molly A. Marker ’04
Katherine A. McCulloch ’06
Christian N. McGinnis ’04
Katherine L. Meister ’04
Sarah E. Mick ’04
Kristine A. Miller ’06
Sean T. Mullins ’06
Daniel A. Nelson ’05
Mai P. Nguyen ’06
Stacy L. Nielsen ’04
Shawn C. Oppegard ’04
Kevin T. O’Reilly ’05
Karen A. Patyk ’04
Victoria K. Pepper ’04
Ellen S. Perry ’05
Amanda C. Pike ’06
Emilia M. Poppe ’04
Alison M. Redden ’05
Holly E. Regnier ’06
Kheelia M. Rhoads ’05
Melissa B. Richard ’05
Emily G. Richter ’05
Julianne K. Ruppel ’04
Lindsay M. Rusnak ’04
Lindsay A. Schelling ’06
Sheila M. Setork ’06
Mark T. Shima ’04
Lindsay A. Sicks ’06
Amanda N. Solliday ’06
Katarina Strakova ’06
Nichole E. Taylor ’05
Brian R. Wasik ’04
Tony L. Waskey, Jr. ’04
Amanda S. Wemlinger ’04
Daniel P. Wetzel ’04
Jessica L. White ’05
Elizabeth A. Whitehill ’05
Kathryn E. Young ’06
Christine M. Zamastil ’04
Egas
Local activities honorary for senior women
Ann M. Bernard ’04
Katie M. Coleman ’04
Kimberly D. Duray ’04
Jessica L. Freiburg ’04
Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
Mary E. Kizaric ’04
Stephanie A. Morton ’04
Emilia M. Poppe ’04
Tracy A. Quinlan ’04
Katherine L. Scholten ’04
Brianne M. Smith ’04
Rachael L. Stoller ’04
Sarah C. Vales ’04
Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
Erin K. Wetherille ’04
Ellen M. Wier ’04
Breanne L. Young ’04
Gamma Upsilon 
National media honorary society
Roger C. Adamson ’04
Jennifer Allen ’04
Richard G. Beringer ’05
Carlie R. Bliss ’04
Barrett C. Buchholz ’06
Brian Caster ’05
Sarah K. Christensen ’06
Brandon P. Christol ’04
Katie E. Coleman ’04
Garrett L. Davey ’04
Heather M. Ferguson ’05
Erica L. Ford ’04
Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
Leslie A. Hieronymus ’04
Zachary D. Hilbert ’04
Lindsay R. Lehr ’06
Timothy M. McDonald ’05
Jeffrey D. Meador ’06
Kathryn J. Nichols ’05
Lauren M. Ostrowski ’05
Ashley C. Patten ’05
Erie M. Roberts ’06
Nicole F. Ribilotta ’04
Gamma Upsilon Awards in Honor 
of Prof. W.E. Schultz
Managerial Excellence Award
Lindsay R. Lehr ’06
Harvey Beutner Award for Journalistic 
Excellence
Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
Iota Iota Iota
Women’s Studies honorary society 
Amy K. Atwood ’04
Melissa M. Balek ’06
Nicole C. Cirko ’04
Erin L. George ’04
Sherri L. Haas ’06
Sarah M. Hamilton ’04
Elizabeth M. Jaroscak ’06
Devon N. Kendrick ’04
Amy E. Kentos ’06
Lindsey K. Krueger ’06
Molly M. McLay ’06
Adam P. Miller ’06
Sarah E. Mysiewicz ’06
Karen A. Patyk ’04
Laura L. Pautz ’04
Tracy A. Quinlan ’04
Lindsay M. Rusnak ’04
Jennifer N. Schloz ’04
Jane E. Wallace ’05
Erin L. White ’04
Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
Ericka R. Wills ’04
Amanda B. Wydeveld ’05
Kappa Delta Pi
National honorary for junior and senior 
education majors 
Gretchen M. Aicher ’04
Nicole E. Barnes ’04
Margaret E. Bertram ’05
Megan N. Brown ’04
Natalie R. Brown ’04
Ame L. Datson ’05
Patrick C. Fischer ’05
Brandon M. Fox ’05
Carolyn J. Franz ’05
Bridget K. Haddad-Null ’05
Julia A. Horeled ’04
Laura M. Kammes ’05
Mary E. Kizaric ’04
Melissa A. May ’05
Colleen A. McCaskey ’04
Ryan D. McGuinness ’04
Hannah J. Meharry ’05
Katie A. Neven ’05
Jennifer A. O’Neill ’05
Lea C. Panek ’05
Cassandra L. Pribble ’04
Karalyn J. Pruim ’05
Eric A. Sala ’05
Jessica A. Sasveld ’04
Katherine L. Scholten ’04
Brianne M. Smith ’04
Darcy L. Thompson ’05
Agatha D. Valenti ’05
Joan E. Wirig ’05
Emily J. Wisseman ’04
Kappa Pi
International honorary art fraternity
Margaret R. Beneke ’04
Lindsay A. Budzynski ’06
Joline A. Buege ’06
Colin L. Burke ’04
Kristen K. Carstensen ’04
Lauren L. Couch ’06
Andrew L. Frederick ’06
Eric P. Infanzon ’06
Meghan R. McCreary ’06
Alexander H. Mitchell ’06
Sara E. Novak ’06
Kristy L. Scher ’05
Jeffrey A. Scott ’06
Tyler M. Smith ’06
Jennifer K. Tracy ’04
Kelly L. Tritz ’06
Kristy M. White ’05
Michelle L. Wright ’04
Lambda Alpha
National anthropology honor society
Megan M. Files ’05
Ariana D. Giles ’05
Angela M. Glasker ’05
Maria T. Holson ’04
Bethany R. Kesselring ’04
Daniel J. Lydigsen ’04
Laura C. Myford ’05
Danielle M. Pacini ’05
Laura L. Pautz ’04
Michelle M. Ralston ’04
Janice C. Ruhl ’04
Sarah J. Slevin ’04
Nichole E. Taylor ’05
Cassandra L. Twaddle ’04
Joshua S. Wagener ’06
Bryan R. Waryjas ’05
Christopher A. Weber ’04
Melanie M. Winslow ’06
Omicron Delta Epsilon
National scholastic honorary for students 
of economics
Ranmali Abeyasinghe ’04
Syed I. Ahmed ’04
Jordan T. Ault ’04
Xun Bian ’05
Sarah J. Bland ’04
Jennifer C. Dawson ’06
Erica L. Ford ’04
Kathleen E. Frawley ’06
Robert E. Gallagher ’04
Mahi Garg ’04
Adrien J. Gatesman ’05
James R. Glenn ’05
Adam M. Gray ’06
John R. Haugen ’06
Eric W. Hellman ’05
Justin C. Hendrix ’05
Conor M. Howard ’04
Adrienne B. Ingrum ’06
William R. Irwin ’04
Satish Raj Lohani ’04
Alexis F. Manning ’04
Sean P. Moran ’05
Nii Amaah Ofosu-Amaah ’05
Elizabeth M. Planas ’05
Beibei Que ’04
Ana Maria Romero ’05
Tanya M. Simokaitis ’04
Andrew Tarman ’05
Amanda C. Thorson ’05
Joshua C. Tieman ’05
Svetlin Vulov ’04
David E. Zohfeld ’04
Phi Alpha Theta
National history honor society
Roger C. Adamson ’04
Lauren A. Boegen ’04
Natalie M. Burda ’05
Matthew P. Cassady ’06
Kristen E. Dirnbeck ’04
Elizabeth A. Fischer ’04
Lindsay A. Fitzharris ’04
Kristin M. Gulinski ’04
Sarah M. Hamilton ’04
Lindsay M. Hawley ’06
Lauren A. Jensen ’05
Steven M. Jeretina ’05
Danielle Kuczera ’06
Leanne M. Lessard ’05
Ryan D. McGuinness ’04
Eric F. Manning ’04
Megan A. Mondi ’06
James E. Nettleton ’05
Jason J. Ozbolt ’04
Karen A. Patyk ’04
Theo W. Pinson ’05
Katherine A. Polak ’04
Megan N. Presnak ’05
Colleen R. Schuster ’05
Robert E. Shell ’05
Jenna A. Simpson ’05
Gerald J. Sinish, Jr. ’05
Angela C. Skeggs ’04
Kevin P. Sturm ’04
Cameron E. Sullivan ’04
Eric D. Taylor ’05
Sarah C. Vales ’04
Joseph Viola, III ’05
Ashleigh E. Wait ’04
Erin K. Wetherille ’04
Kathryn A. White ’05
Erin M. Williams ’05
Sarah E. Williams ’04
Sarah E. Willms ’06
Phi Eta Sigma
National first year honor society
Elizabeth L. Adamo ’07
Matthew M. Anderson ’07
Melissa A. Arof ’07
Craig F. Bajko ’07
Shannon H. Baumer ’07
Patrick M. Beary ’07
Sarah J. Bordson ’07
Sheryl L. Bragg ’07
Anna M. Bromaghim ’07
Amanda K. Burgess ’07
Joanna R. Byrne ’07
Julie E. Croxton ’07
Sean T. DeGrande ’07
Elizabeth A. Dennis ’07
Heather L. Deutsch ’07
Katy A. Dirkes ’07
Mary E. Downey ’07
Justin J. Ernat ’07
Kelly A. Feder ’07
Deanna L. Foster ’07
Erik J. Frost ’07
Daniel H. Garrette ’07
Rebecca L. Gericke ’07
Lucas C. Gullickson ’07
Marta L. Haalboom ’07
Matthew J. Hackert ’07
Andrew M. Hall ’07
Patrick J. Halloran ’07
Courtney J. Holden ’07
Marissa M. Holloway ’07
Katherine V. Houser ’07
Stacy L. Hynes ’07
Kelly A. Irvin ’07
Brian W. Jbara ’07
Andrea N. Johanns ’07
Benjamin A. Johnson ’07
Melissa L. Keiser ’07
Christopher M. Kilian ’07
Katherine A. Klowden ’07
Megan M. Kokontis ’07
Kathleen E. Korder ’07
Todd J. Kumler ’07
Kathryn E. Lachey ’07
Erica J. Laughlin ’07
Katherine E. Lee ’07
Courtney L. Letkewicz ’07
Amber N. Lovelace ’07
Kevin M. Lundgren ’07
Leah E. Maurer ’07
Michael P. McInerney ’07
Lisa K. McKee ’07
Patrick J. McWilliams ’07
Michelle C. Negwer ’07
Jaclyn E. Nesbitt ’07
Michael R. Nicoletti ’07
Akiko Nishibayashi ’07
Mark D. Opal ’07
Amanda A. Paz ’07
Jill S. Raabe ’07
Amy N. Reardon ’07
Amy R. Schafer ’07
Carolyn M. Schmitt ’07
Erik K. Schuessler ’07
Kelley B. Shaw ’07
Dora J. Sherman ’07
Rachel G. Shulman ’07
Scott I. Simons ’07
Rachel M. Slough ’07
Sarah M. Smith ’07
Bailee D. Soltys ’07
Megan C. Springer ’07
Megan M. Sutton ’07
Tracy N. Sutton ’07
Lauren K. Swearingen ’07
Melissa A. Tisoncik ’07
Elizabeth E. Tuazon ’07
Zachary J. Walz ’07
Dorota Wawrzak ’07
Emma K. Wear ’07
Mallory C. Whitlock ’07
Sarah P. Wirth ’07
Lindsay A. Zabel ’07
Amanda L. Zang ’07
Sarah N. Zeller ’07
Kristen S. Zomparelli ’07
Pi Delta Phi
National French language and literature 
honor society
Krystle M. Balhan ’05
Jennifer A. Bartlett ’05
Trisha L. Bucholz ’04
Joanna R. Byrne ’07
Sarah J. Collins ’07
Kristin E. Esch ’04
Anne M. Fell ’07
Tyler E. Garofalo ’06
Ariana D. Giles ’05
James R. Glenn ’05
Kelley A. Goodpaster ’06
Amber S. Hays ’05
Jori  N. Jacobeit ’05
Sara A. Johnson ’04
Meghan R. McCreary ’06
Jessica A. Neushwander ’06
Jennifer A. O’Neill ’05
Justine D. Reuss ’06
Ashley L. Samsa ’06
Dora J. Sherman ’07
Rachel G. Shulman ’07
Elizabeth B. Silliman ’04
Kathryn M. Simpkins ’05
Emma K. Wear ’07
Kathryn E. Wehr ’04
Kathryn A. White ’05
Pi Kappa Lambda
National music honor society
Fernando Carrillo ’04
Emily A. Frazier ’04
Robert J. Hopkins ’04
Mark R. Portolese ’05
Edward L. Stevens ’04
Caitlin M. Tomaszek ’04
Margaret E. Wendt ’04
Pi Mu Epsilon
National mathematics honor society
Lucas E. Aupperle ’05
Marilyn C. Caldwell ’04
Jonathan J. Charak ’05
Matthew T. Childers ’04
Philip R. Day ’05
Laura E. Demboski ’04
Patrick C. Fischer ’05
Timothy D. Hachmeister ’05
Allison M. Hlavacek ’04
Hsienjan Huang ’05
Kristine A. Lehan ’06
Hannah J. Meharry ’05
Eric A. Sala ’05
Katherine L. Scholten ’04
Brianne M. Smith ’04
Melinda R. Sprague ’06
Richard J. Taranda ’05
Megan A. Teschner ’06
Emily K. Waecker ’04
Pi Sigma Alpha
National honorary society for the study of 
politics and government
Jordan T. Ault ’04
Amy E. Buenning ’05
Katie M. Coleman ’04
Heather M. Ferguson ’05
Paul R. Finch ’04
Nicholas A. Hamel ’04
Ariane R. Holtschlag ’04
Hsienjan Huang ’05
Laura A. Jaskierski ’05
Lauren A. Jensen ’05
Sara A. Johnson ’04
Andrew J. Kapral ’05
Ryan A. Kemper ’05
Barbara D. Krzywonos ’04
Kathryn J. Nichols ’05
Laura L. Pautz ’04
Patrick E. Poston ’05
Tracy A. Quinlan ’04
Angela C. Skeggs ’04
David J. Strubbe ’04
Matthew L. Thompson ’04
Sarah E. Wells ’04
Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
Pi Sigma Alpha Awards for Academic 
Achievement in Political Science
Mollie A. Whitehead ’04
Political Science Department Award
Department Service Award
Jordan T. Ault ’04
Psi Chi
National honorary for psychology students
Amy K. Atwood ’04
Martha A. Ayres ’05
Megan K. Baldock ’05
Krystle M. Balhan ’05
Sarah E. Bennett ’05
Jessica A. Bloome ’05
Stephanie M. Brewer ’05
Natalie R. Bruner ’05
Rachel A. Carroll ’04
Amanda R. Conley ’04
Krista A. Coulter ’04
Elizabeth A. Crowley ’04
Paul G. Curran ’04
Deanna M. Deschler ’04
Kathleen E. Garibaldi ’05
Erin L. George ’04
Janna E. Grandone ’05
Erica B. Hamlow ’05
Amber S. Hays ’05
Kevin F. Hegi ’06
Laura E. Henly ’05
Elizabeth G. Holman ’05
Beth A. Janick ’06
Keyona M. Jarrett ’06
Katie L. Jurgens ’05
Kimberly A. Kajdzik ’05
Laura L. Kelly ’06
Amy L. Kobit ’05
Jennifer M. Loff ’04
Stephanie E. Maske ’04
Melissa A. McCandless ’06
Kimberly S. Meltzer ’06
Sarah E. Mick ’04
David E. Milligan ’05
Erin E. Milligan ’04
Meghan L. Muldoon ’05
Kristin L. Nieminski ’05
Jacob N. Norris ’04
Caroline F. Page ’06
Stefanie M. Pareti ’05
Natalie A. Pawluk ’06
Melissa B. Richard ’05
Jill M. Skarvan ’04
Rebecca A. Skupien ’06
Abigayle M. Smith ’05
Travis J. Spagnola ’04
Nikolay V. Stoyanov ’06
Gianina R. Taylor ’04
Tiffany M. Trost ’06
Cassandra L. Twaddle ’04
Kathryn L. Twanow ’04
Nikhil Y. Vajaria ’05
Jennifer L. VanderZee ’05
Lauren M. Waidzunas ’05
Erin L. White ’04
Ashley K. Whittington ’06
Kristin M. Wood ’05
Sigma Delta Pi
National Hispanic honor society for 
exemplary Spanish majors
Gretchen M. Aicher ’04
Nicole E. Barnes ’04
Ann M. Bernard ’04
Robin E. Brusman ’04
Sarah L. Carrozza ’04
Katie N. Davis ’04
Paul R. Finch ’04
Erin E. Gasperson ’04
Megan M. Greenfield ’04
Leslie A. Hieronymus ’04
Michael R. Jackson ’04
Marcy K. Kyser ’05
Catherine A. Long ’04
Erica D. Mugnaini ’04
Jean L. Ogilvie ’04
Rebecca L. Prantner ’04
Meredith J. White ’04
Sigma Tau Delta
International honor society for students 
of English
Carlie R. Bliss ’04
Sarah K. Christensen ’06
Brandon P. Christol ’04
Katherine L. Forristall ’05
Catherine A. Gilbert ’05
Katherine M. Greenock ’06
Bridget K. Haddad-Null ’05
Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
Chelsey D. Hillyer ’05
Jaclyn M. Jemc ’05
Laura M. Kammes ’05
Vera R. Leopold ’05
Ashley E. Locke ’05
Molly M. McLay ’06
Adam P. Miller ’06
Megan A. Mondi ’06
Sara E. Novak ’06
Alicia L. Rodriguez ’05
Laura L. Sahn ’04
Ashley L. Samsa ’06
Jenna A. Simpson ’05
Rebecca L. Sutton ’06
Ericka R. Wills ’04
Sigma Theta Tau
International honor society for nursing
Lydia A. Bertschi ’05
Erin E. Bicek ’04
Nicole C. Cirko ’04
Katie N. Davis ’04
Kimberly D. Duray ’04
Kellie J. Neven ’05
Christine L. Ogden ’04
Alesia M. Perry ’05
Kristin A. Riek ’04
Kate M. Wasmer ’05
Meredith J. White ’04
Chelsea M. Yontz ’05
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
National honorary for the computing sciences
Gerard L. McGeary ’04
Jesse A. Magenheimer ’04




 James R. Glenn ’05
Vice President
 Khair A. Sadrud-Din ’05
Communications
 Kathryn J. Nichols ’05
Treasurer
 Trevor J. Sierra ’05
Parliamentarian 
 Tyler M. Zindars ’05
Commissioners 
Entertainment  
 Joshua S. Worell ’04
Student Welfare and Human 
Relations 
 Kevin A. Klean ’05
Special Events 
 Laura A. Jaskierski ’05
Media  
 Stephanie L. Swearingen ’04
Issues and Programming  
 Lea C. Panek ’05
Media
Argus Editor
 Sarah L. Hedgespeth ’04
Wesleyana Editor 
 Lindsay R. Lehr ’06
WESN Manager 
 Roger C. Adamson ’04
Titan TV Manager 
 Christopher P. Pezza ’06
Ashley Wilson Award for Argus Staffer 
of the Year




 Laura A. Jaskierski ’05
 Andrew J. Kapral ’05
 Ashley B. Venneman ’05
Family Weekend  
 
Fall 2003   
 Laura A. Jaskierski ’05
 Elizabeth A. Stocking ’05
Spring 2004
 Ashley K. Whittington ’06







 Steven C. Brook ’03
Basketball
 Keelan E. Amelianovich ’06
Cross Country
 Timothy D. Hachmeister ’05
Football
Defense:
 Joshua C. Addis ’04
Offense:
 Eric N. White ’05
Golf 2003  
 
 Chad A. Golembeck ’04
 William R. Smith, III ’04
Soccer
 Alan M. Mila ’05
Swimming
 Jason J. Ozbolt ’04
Tennis 2003
 William S. Weltman ’03
Track 2003  
 
 Zachary J. Gorsage ’05
Team Captains
Baseball
 Richard A. Berthold ’04
 Robert A. Blumberg ’04
Basketball
 James T. Lehan ’04
Cross Country
 Joseph B. Binder ’04
 Timothy D. Hachmeister ’05
Football
 Joshua C. Addis ’04
 Timothy O. Snyder ’04
 David J. Strubbe ’04
Golf
 Chad A. Golembeck ’04
 William B. Smith ’04
Soccer
 Alan M. Mila ’05
 Michael A. Rampey ’04
Swimming
 Daniel J. Budny ’04
Tennis
 Jason A. Love ’05
 Michael C. Walz ’06
Track
 Michael J. Bragg ’05
 Jacob W. Clough ’05





 Brooke E. Bailey ’04
Cross Country
 Valerie A. Lambrecht ’05
Golf 2003
 Gail L. Nelson ’03
Soccer
 Ann M. Bernard ’04
 Katherine M. Kelly ’06
Softball 2003
 Brynn C. Hasse ’05
 Kelly M. Murray ’04
Swimming
 Erin E. Bicek ’04
Tennis
 Melinda M. Wick ’04
Track 2003
 Gena F. Rawlins ’05
 Gianina R. Taylor ’04
Volleyball
 Brette M. Bower ’04
 Elizabeth A. Crowley ’04
Team Captains
Basketball
 Jessica L. Freiburg ’04
 Hannah J. Meharry ’05
 Cassandra L. Twaddle ’04
Cross Country
 Sarah J. Slevin ’04
 Kathryn L. Twanow ’04
Golf
 Paige S. Lewis ’04
 Stephanie A. Morton ’04
Soccer
 Ann M. Bernard ’04
 Lauren A. Boegen ’04
Softball
 Kelly M. Murray ’04
 Colleen R. Schuster ’05
Swimming
 Erin E. Bicek ’04
 Heather R. Lingenfelter ’04
Tennis
 Melinda M. Wick ’04
Track
 Gena F. Rawlins ’05
 Jennifer N. Schloz ’04
 Gianina R. Taylor ’04
 Tara M. Yoder ’04
Volleyball
 Brette M. Bower ’04
 Elizabeth A. Crowley ’04
Order of the Titans




 James T. Lehan ’04
Football
 Joshua C. Addis ’04
 Solomon A. Jones ’04
 Brian M. Klesath ’04
 David J. Strubbe ’04
Golf
 Chad A. Golembeck ’04
 Bryan R. Noonan ’04
 William B. Smith, III ’04
Swimming
 Jason J. Ozbolt ’04
Track
 Joseph B. Binder ’04
Women
Golf
 Stephanie A. Morton ’04
Soccer
 Ann M. Bernard ’04
 Lauren A. Boegen ’04
Softball
 Katheryn D. Mason ’04
 Kelly M. Murray ’04
 Jamie E. Palmer ’04
 Nicole E. Williams ’04
Swimming
 Erin E. Bicek ’04
 Molly J. Hornbaker ’04
 Heather R. Lingenfelter ’04
Tennis
 Melinda M. Wick ’04
Track
 Jennifer N. Scholz ’04
 Gianina R. Taylor ’04
 Tara M. Yoder ’04
Volleyball
 Brette M. Bower ’04
 Elizabeth A. Crowley ’04
PAST HONOREES
FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
1960  William T. Beadles, Insurance
1961  Wayne W. Wantland, Biology
1962  R. Dwight Drexler, Piano
1963  Elizabeth H. Oggel, English
1964  Rupert Kilgore, Art
1965  Dorothea S. Franzen, Biology
1966  Joseph H. Meyers, English
1967  Marie J. Robinson, Speech
1968  Bunyon H. Andrew, History
1969  Wendell W. Hess, Chemistry
1970  Jerry Stone, Religion
1971  Doris C. Meyers, Philosophy
1972  John Ficca, Drama
1973  Robert Burda, English
1974  Max A. Pape, Sociology
1975  Lucile Klauser, Education
1976  R. Bedford Watkins, Jr., Music
1977  Harvey F. Beutner, English
1978  Frank D. Starkey, Chemistry
1979  Fred B. Brian, Art
1980 Sammye Crawford Greer, English
1981 Jerry M. Israel, History
1982 John D. Heyl, History
1983 J. Robert Hippensteele, Biology
1984 Larry M. Colter, Philosophy
1985 Sue Ann Huseman, French
1986 Bruce B. Criley, Biology
1987 Michael B. Young, History
1988 Emily Dunn Dale, Sociology
1989 Pamela Buchanan Muirhead, English
1990 Thomas A. Griffiths, Biology
1991  Robert C. Bray, English
1992  John D. Wenum, Political Science
1993  Mona J. Gardner, Business and Economics
1994 Paul E. Bushnell, History
1995  James D. Matthews, French
1996  Kathleen O’Gorman, English
1997 Jared Brown, Theatre Arts
1998 W. Michael Weis, History
1999 Michael C. Seeborg, Economics
2000 Teodora O. Amoloza, Sociology
2001 Carole A. Myscofski, Religion
2002 Tari Renner, Political Science
2003 Carolyn Nadeau, Hispanic Studies
